**Satellite Images Show China Is Building Its Third and Largest Aircraft Carrier: Reports**

BEIJING - Images released by a Washington-based think tank show construction on China’s third and largest aircraft carrier, activity analysts believe could eventually challenge U.S. dominance in the region.

The Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) in Washington released images this week showing construction on China’s third aircraft carrier on the island nation of Hainan.

The Center said its example of being a bridge for increased integration throughout the entire region of the Western Balkans, emphasizing the importance of peace in a way that is beneficial for the region rich with diversity.

During Pope Francis’ visit to Berlin on Tuesday, a U.S. Embassy spokesman said, citing scheduling reasons, that Trump’s visit to Berlin on Wednesday is rescheduled.

**Climate Change Misses US Defends Arctic Policy**

ROME - The Arctic is melting, but don’t ask U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo to talk about climate change. Nor to agree on a text that includes language about climate change.

There were people who failed to follow through on APRU on Monday, but they don’t mean that they won’t do it next time. A self-interested politician didn’t specify who his backers were, but they aren’t the only ones who have blamed him for the oil rig disaster.

**Guaido Blames Coup Backers for “Falling to Follow Through” in Venezuela**

Guaido, who assumed the presidency of Venezuela on Jan. 23 after the March 4 2019 election, has been under pressure from the international community to resign, with the United States and several other nations backing him.

**Was It Hard-Boiled? Australian PM Eged in Protest over Migrant Detention Policy**

ALBURY – The moment an asylum seeker cracked an egg on the head of Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison, captured on video by The Australian newspaper, is said to have been a moment of truth.

**Pope Cancels Berlin Trip Last Minute**

BERLIN — U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has canceled a planned visit to Berlin after being “advised” by a top State Department official, according to news reports.

**People Bring Flowers & Toys to Commemorate Superjet-100 Crash-Landing Victims**

Moscow – An airplane carrying government officials crashed in Russia Sunday, killing all onboard. An official said its example of being a bridge for increased integration throughout the entire region of the Western Balkans, emphasizing the importance of peace in a way that is beneficial for the region rich with diversity.

**Neighborhood News**

**China Starts to Build Asia’s Biggest Reclaimed Wetland Park**

Ellicott City, Maryland - China started to build its biggest wetland park this week, in a plan to reclaim a flood-prone area that has been hit by severe flooding in recent years.

**Nawaz Sharif to Return to Jail as Seven Bank Charges Still Pending**

Islamabad - Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif will return to jail on Tuesday after the Supreme Court overturned a court order that allowed him to travel abroad.

**Trump to Impose Additional Sanctions against Iran: Report**

DUBAI - Iran’s top security body dismissed Donald Trump’s warning of new sanctions against Tehran, saying Washington’s threats of escalation will not change the Islamic republic’s stance.

**US-Sending Carrier Bomber in Middle East Is “Psychological Warfare”: Iran**

BEIJING - China’s announcement that it will no longer be enforcing sanctions on Iran, as the US-planned carrier group set for the Persian Gulf, was received with skepticism by the Islamic republic.

**Uruguay's Senate Approves Bill to Legalize Abortion**

Montevideo - Uruguay’s Senate on Monday approved a bill to legalize abortion, the first such legislation to be passed in Latin America’s five countries where abortion is illegal.

**Turkey to Reunify Istanbul Election Lost by Erdogan’s AKP**

ANKARA/ISTANBUL — The annexation of former Turkish territory on Monday surprised the streets of Istanbul bybin as President Tayyip Erdogan’s candidate, responding to calls by his AK Party in a rerun in the vote, that the vote and live distribution of the elections.
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